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Vendorse provides a complete 
cloud-based platform for organisations to 
effectively manage and risk assess their 
supply chain. 

Vendorse achieves supply chain compliance 
by ensuring that suppliers complete the 
designated actions and abide by the latest 
policies and procedures at all times, whilst 
ensuring that their respective profiles are 
kept up to date.

Simple and effective 
supplier onboarding 
process that sends 

a request to the 
designated supplier 

to complete their 
profile. Suppliers will 

provide relevant details 
surrounding scope 

of supply, standards 
compliance with 

associated certification.
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Upon completion of the 
initial supplier request 

details, users are able to 
review supplier details, 

certifications and 
documentation provided 

in a concise format.

Using a custom scoring 
system, as per company 
configuration, assessors 
are able to conduct an 
effective assessment 

of the supplier, scoring 
them on key metrics 
such as expenditure, 

environmental impact, 
safety, security etc. 

resulting in an overall
risk score.

Users are able to define 
actions for suppliers to 

complete as part of their 
ongoing compliance. 

The built-in notification 
and reminder system 

ensures suppliers 
complete actions when 
required, with minimal 
intervention from the 

company.

Vendorse provides 
system administrators 
with the flexibility of 

configuring the platform 
to suit the needs of 

their organisation. This 
includes:

Supplier Categorisation
Supplier Scoring 

System
Company Policies
Users and Roles

Based on the risk 
assessment conducted, 

Vendorse is able to 
automatically identify 

the supplier with 
the appropriate 

categorisation level. 

Organisations can ensure 
that policy definition and 
updates are effectively 

managed through 
Vendorse by ensuring 
that suppliers, not only 

acknowledge policy 
during their onboarding 

process, but are also 
automatically notified 
of any policy updates 

for them to review and 
acknowledge thereafter.

Vendorse allows 
organisations to 

customise the  brand 
of their portal in 

accordance with their 
company identity and 

colour schemes. 
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